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Abstract

Novel aircraft configurations and technologies like adaptive morphing trailing

edges offer the potential to improve the fuel efficiency of commercial transport

aircraft. To accurately quantify the benefits of morphing wing technology for

commercial transport aircraft, high-fidelity design optimization that considers

both aerodynamic and structural design with a large number of design vari-

ables is required. To address this need, we use high-fidelity aerostructural that

enables the detailed optimization of wing shape and sizing using hundreds of de-

sign variables. We perform a number of multipoint aerostructural optimizations

to demonstrate the performance benefits offered by morphing technology and

identify how those benefits are enabled. In a comparison of optimizations con-

sidering seven flight conditions, the addition of a morphing trailing edge device

along the aft 40% of the wing can reduce cruise fuel burn by more than 5%. A

large portion of fuel burn reduction due to morphing trailing edges results from

a significant reduction in structural weight, enabled by adaptive maneuver load

alleviation. We also show that a smaller morphing device along the aft 30% of

the wing produces nearly as much fuel burn reduction as the larger morphing

device, and that morphing technology is particularly effective for high aspect

ratio wings.
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1. Introduction

Increased awareness of environmental concerns and fluctuations in fuel prices

in recent years have led the aircraft manufacturing industry to push for improved

aircraft fuel efficiency. Compared to the rapid improvements in aircraft fuel ef-

ficiency seen between 1960 and 1990, the rate of improvement in recent decades

has been more moderate. Decades of experience and design refinement have left

only relatively small improvements to be made on conventional wing and tube

configurations. The combination of increased interest in reducing fuel burn and

the recent plateau of fuel burn improvements with a conventional configuration

has pushed aircraft manufacturers and researchers to consider new technologies

and configurations that offer the potential for further efficiency improvements.

In the long term, new unconventional aircraft configurations offer promising

potential; however, they are likely a few decades from commercial availabil-

ity. There are also a number of technologies that are closer to entering the

market and offer efficiency improvements on conventional configurations, like

tow-steered composites [1] and functionally graded materials [2].

Another such technology is adaptable morphing trailing edge, also known

as adaptive compliant trailing edge, or simply adaptive trailing edge [3]. Com-

panies such as FlexSys have already developed such devices [4, 5, 6] and have

performed flight tests in collaboration with NASA and the U.S. Air Force Re-

search Laboratory [7]. This technology offers the potential to create wings that

can actively adapt to flight conditions, enabling engineers to design the wing

shape and sizing with much more robust performance with respect to the flight

conditions. Another variant of this technology is the variable camber continuous

trailing edge flap, which changes the camber using three segments that rotate

rigidly [8, 9].

Various studies have reviewed morphing mechanisms [10, 11, 12, 13] and

explored and reviewed the benefits of applying this technology to wing de-

sign [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In the late nineties, Hanselka [19] and Monner et al. [20]

outlined the aerodynamic benefits associated with morphing trailing edge de-
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vices and offered designs for morphing mechanisms. More recently, Molinari et

al. [21, 22] explored the potential of the technology using a multidisciplinary

optimization approach considering mission, aerodynamic, materials, and struc-

tural disciplines. That work used low fidelity models and therefore was unable to

capture the effects of small shape changes, which have been shown to be crucial

in transonic aerodynamic performance [23]. Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes

(RANS) simulations are required to capture the viscous and compressibility

effects in that flight regime. Lyu and Martins [24] used RANS-based aero-

dynamic shape optimizations to design a wing with a morphing trailing edge

showing drag reductions between one and five percent, depending on the flight

condition. Wakayama et al. [25] found similar results in their work considering

morphing devices on three different aircraft configurations. Other studies have

also considered dynamic aeroelastic constraints [26]. Multidisciplinary design

optimization (MDO) provides the computational approach to make the most of

these technologies [27].

We have previously used MDO coupling high-fidelity models of the aerody-

namics and structures to evaluate a wing with a morphing trailing edge at a

single cruise point [28], showing that the morphing trailing edge can drastically

affect the wing spanwise lift distribution. In the work presented herein, we seek

to build off of these previous results by expanding the number of flight condi-

tions where the performance of the wing is considered. The main advantage

of morphing trailing edge technology is its ability to adapt a wing to changing

flight conditions, so we expect multipoint analysis to provide better opportu-

nities for the morphing trailing edge to improve performance. The inclusion

of structural analysis is also important, as structural deflections will vary at

different flight conditions, providing further opportunity for the morphing trail-

ing edge to improve performance. In this work, we assume an ideal morphing

mechanism that can achieve the specified shape, where the weight of the mech-

anism is comparable to that of conventional control actuators. While this is not

a realistic assumption, these studies provide an upper bound on the benefits

of morphing technologies and open the door for more detailed studies using
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high-fidelity aerostructural design optimization.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the computational

tools used in this work. Section 3 defines the optimization problems solved in

this work, including baseline configurations, multipoint stencil definitions, and

an overview of the optimization parameters. Section 4 presents the optimization

results, followed by the conclusions in the last section.

2. Overview of numerical methods

In this section, we discuss the numerical analysis and design optimization

algorithms used in this work. The numerical algorithms are implemented in

components of the MACH (MDO for Aircraft Configurations with High fi-

delity) framework [29]. The tools outlined herein have been used on a wide

variety of aerodynamic [23, 30, 31] and aerostructural aircraft design optimiza-

tion problems [32, 33, 34] as well as optimizations of wind turbine blades [35]

and hydrofoils [36].

2.1. Geometric parametrization

Geometric shape changes are parametrized using a Free Form Deformation

(FFD) approach [37], a technique that is also used frequently in computer graph-

ics to generate deformations of solid geometries [38]. The approach implants the

solid geometry within an outer hull that is parametrized with a series of control

points. The control points generate deformations of the encompassing volume,

which are interpolated onto the geometry. The interpolation generates a re-

gion of influence spanning two control points in each (i, j, and k) parametric

direction and provides smooth deformations that are defined with a relatively

small number of design variables. Aggregating control points also allows for the

creation of larger-scale global design variables such as chord, span, and twist.

An example of an FFD used for a morphing trailing edge optimization is shown

in Figure 1.

Note that the FFD does not have a uniform distribution of control points

along the (chord-wise) x-direction. Instead, there is a grouping of control points
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Figure 1: The control points in this shape parametrization are aligned with 30, 35, and 40%
of the chord. Allowing the 4 aft-most rows of design variables to move results in a morphing
device spanning the area enclosed by the blue control points.

near the leading edge of the morphing region. This control point distribution

allows for simple implementation of the morphing trailing edge. The subset

of the FFD control points on the aft region of the wing is given additional

freedom at each flight condition, allowing the wing to assume different shapes

at different flight conditions. The FFD is a tri-variate B-spline volume, so the

geometric shape changes produced by a single control point moving are con-

tinuous changes restricted to a region spanning exactly two control points in

each direction. Using this feature of the parameterization, we define the size of

the morphing device using control point placement. The increased control point

density near the boundary of the morphing region provides a parameterization

that can generate smooth and rapid transitions between the morphing and fixed

regions.

The use of FFD to parameterize morphing is not typical in the literature.

Most morphing studies start with an assumed mechanism and simulate morph-

ing using the restricted design space provided by that specific mechanism [21,

25, 26]. Examples of such morphing shape design spaces include a number of

rigid rotations or a series of spanwise polynomial deformation profiles [9]. The

morphing deformations produced using FFDs in this work represent a wider
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design space. This less restrictive parameterization permits a wide variety of

morphing shapes, which when coupled with gradient-based optimization allows

the exploration of the potential of morphing technology, rather than the poten-

tial of a specific morphing mechanism. As such, the optimal morphing shapes

presented in this paper are mechanism-independent optimal shapes. This ap-

proach is useful for quantifying the potential of general morphing technology,

but it also informs the design of morphing mechanisms. Mechanisms capable

of producing the morphing shapes found in the optimizations herein can pro-

vide the full benefit of morphing, while more restrictive mechanisms would yield

reduced returns. The optimal shapes additionally demonstrate the types of de-

formations that are not needed for optimal returns. Mechanisms that enable

these deformations are likely incurring an excessive weight penalty that should

be removed (although a more complete analysis of all critical sizing conditions

is required to definitively eliminate potential shapes). Given the diversity of

morphing devices and their capabilities, we found optimization using this more

general approach was preferable.

The FFD implementation used in this work also supports the creation and

usage of nested FFDs, such as that used for the horizontal tail. A sub-FFD

around the tail allows the optimizer to generate solid body rotation of the

horizontal stabilizer, which is important for trimming the aircraft.

2.2. Mesh deformation

The nature of morphing trailing edge deformations makes mesh deformation

a challenge, particularly during maneuver conditions where the mesh needs to

deform according to both low frequency structural deformations and high fre-

quency deformations from the morphing trailing edge. As such, we used an

inverse-distance-weighting warping algorithm similar to that used by Luke et

al. [39] in this work. The warping scheme interpolates both displacements and

rotations of the surface into the volume mesh. One of the principal strengths

of this approach is its ability to preserve mesh perpendicularity near surfaces.

This feature is particularly valuable in the context of morphing trailing edge
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optimizations, for which past experience has shown that other mesh warping

schemes often generate negative cell volumes and mesh crossover near the de-

formed trailing edge. We used a KD-tree produced with an efficient spatial

search algorithm to improve the computational performance of the warping.

2.3. CFD solver

The aerodynamic solver within the MACH framework is ADflow [40, 41], a

finite-volume CFD solver for structured multiblock meshes. To provide sufficient

fidelity for shape optimization of a transonic wing, ADflow solves the Reynolds-

averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, with a one equation Spalart–Allmaras

(SA) turbulence model. The flow is solved with a combination of Runge–Kutta

(RK) and Newton–Krylov (NK) schemes. ADflow also computes gradients of

the functions and constraints using a discrete adjoint approach, with partial

derivatives computed with a combination of analytic and reverse mode auto-

matic differentiation (AD) techniques [41]. With this implementation, the cost

of computing a gradient is nearly independent of the number of design variables.

2.4. Structural solver

The structural solver in the MACH framework is the Toolkit for Analysis

of Composite Structures (TACS) [42]. TACS is a parallel finite element solver

designed for the analysis of aircraft structures, particularly the thin shell compo-

nents typical of wing box members, which often lead to poorly conditioned ma-

trices in the governing equations. Like ADflow, TACS also computes gradients

using the adjoint method. Given the large number of elements where structural

constraints need to be applied, TACS uses a Kreisselmeier–Steinhauser function

aggregation to limit the number of functions of interest. This substantially re-

duces the number of required adjoint solves, and thus the overall computational

cost of an optimization [43, 44].

2.5. Coupled aerostructural solver

The main role of the aerostructural solver is to couple the aerodynamic and

structural solvers, ADflow and TACS. Structural deformations are transferred
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to the aerodynamic mesh using a rigid link method [45, 46], in which the nodes

of the aerodynamic mesh are associated with the nearest point of the structural

model. The deformation of those points in the structure are then applied to

their associated points in the aerodynamic mesh. To complete the coupling, a

consistent force vector is constructed from the integrated aerodynamic forces

and applied to the structure. The aerostructural solver solves the coupled non-

linear system of equations using a block Gauss–Seidel algorithm. As is the case

with both of its components, the aerostructural solver also computes derivatives

using the adjoint method [29].

2.6. Optimization algorithm

The optimizations in this work are performed using SNOPT (Sparse Nonlin-

ear OPTimizer) [47], an optimization algorithm that uses a sequential quadratic

programming (SQP) approach with a quasi-Newton approximation of the Hes-

sian of the Lagrangian. This optimization method requires a relatively small

number of function and gradient calculations, which is particularly important for

aerostructural optimization where both function analyses and gradient computa-

tions are computationally expensive. We use SNOPT through pyOptSparse [48],

a Python package that allows for the rapid formulation of nonlinear optimiza-

tion problems and provides a common interface that facilitates benchmarking

of different optimization algorithms [49].

3. Problem formulation

The initial configuration used in the optimizations is the undeflected Com-

mon Research Model (uCRM) [34]. The aerodynamic and structural meshes

used for this configuration can be seen in Figure 2, superimposed with pressure

and stress contours at the nominal flight condition. The top and bottom skins

of the wingbox have been shifted to expose the ribs and rear spar. The aerody-

namic model is a multiblock mesh with about 1.3 million cells. The structural

model consists of 10,584 second-order mixed interpolation of tensorial compo-

nents (MITC) shell elements.
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Figure 2: The baseline uCRM configuration with an aerodynamic (left) and a structural (right)
solution at the nominal cruise condition superimposed with the corresponding computational
meshes.

The wing is first optimized without any morphing capabilities to provide a

fair reference from which to measure the improvements provided in subsequent

morphing optimizations. Comparing the fuel burn of the optimized aircraft with

and without the morphing design variables, we isolate and quantify the effects

of the morphing trailing edge.

In the optimizations of the morphing wing, morphing design variables are

included at all of the non-nominal flight conditions. The “baseline” or non-

morphed wing shape is defined using design variables over the entire FFD at

the nominal flight condition. Since that set of design variables defines the base-

line shape of the wing, adding redundant variables in the morphing region is

both unnecessary and inadvisable. Adding redundant morphing variables at the

nominal cruise conditions produces an ill-posed optimization problem. Redun-

dant design variables are, in general, unfavorable in optimization problems, as

linear combinations of redundant variables can produce an infinite number of

optimal solutions.
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Flight condition Mach CL Altitude (ft)
Nominal 0.85 0.50 34,000
Low CL 0.85 0.45 34,000
High CL 0.85 0.55 34,000

Table 1: Overview of the 3-point stencil of cruise flight conditions. These three conditions are
aligned vertically in Figure 3.

We consider two multipoint stencils: a 3-point stencil with varying lift co-

efficient and a 7-point stencil with varying lift coefficient, Mach number, and

altitude. We have previously investigated the selection of the multipoint flight

conditions [50, 51]. In general, there is a substantial difference between opti-

mized single point and multipoint results, even for a small multipoint stencil.

Adding more flight conditions to the multipoint stencil typically produces di-

minishing returns in terms of the additional improvement in the optimized result

for a standard non-morphing wing. Given the active adaptability of a morphing

wing, the performance dependence on the stencil selection is less clear. Perform-

ing the 7-point optimization will help us better understand this relationship.

The multipoint stencils are detailed in Tables 1 and 2 below. The Mach

number and lift coefficient ranges used in the stencil span a large portion of the

typical flight regime. The altitude variations in the 7-point stencil are selected to

correspond to full and empty aircraft weights. We select the stencils to produce

a wide variety of flight conditions so that they can effectively demonstrate the

benefits of the morphing trailing edge capability.

The nominal flight condition for the uCRM is at a Mach number of 0.85 and

a lift coefficient (CL) of 0.5. The multipoint stencils are centered around this

nominal flight condition. We use the Breguet range equation to approximate

the fuel burn:

FB = LGW

(
exp

(
R TSFC

V L
D

)
− 1

)
, (1)

which is computed for each flight condition in the stencil. Here, LGW is the

landing gross weight, R is the mission range, TSFC is the engine specific fuel

consumption, V is the cruise speed, and L/D is the lift-to-drag ratio.
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Figure 3: The 3-point stencil is a subset of the 7-point stencil shown here.

The objective of each of the optimizations is to minimize the average fuel

burn over each of the cruise conditions in the multipoint stencil. To do this,

the optimizer adjusts several design variables. These design variables are listed

in Table 3. The angle of attack can be set at each flight condition (cruise

and maneuver) so that each lift constraint is satisfied. The tail rotation angle

is adjusted to trim the aircraft. The shape of the wing is controlled through

adjustments of the FFD control points. There are 192 shape design variables

that define the non-morphed, nominal optimized wing shape. These variables

are available in each of the four optimizations. They adjust the z-location of

control points only, preserving the planform of the aircraft. The FFD used for

these optimizations is shown in Figure 1.

A subset of 64 shape variables defines the morphing device. As such, 64 vari-

ables are added for each non-nominal flight condition. For the 3-point stencil,

this results in 256 additional shape variables: 64 for each of the two non-nominal
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Flight condition Mach CL Altitude (ft)
Nominal 0.85 0.50 34,000
Low CL 0.85 0.45 34,000
High CL 0.85 0.55 34,000
Low M 0.82 0.50 34,000
High M 0.88 0.50 34,000
Low altitude 0.85 0.50 30,000
High altitude 0.85 0.50 40,000

Table 2: Overview of the 7-point stencil of cruise flight conditions. This stencil is shown in
Mach–Altitude–CL space in Figure 3.

cruise conditions and the two maneuver conditions. Wing twist variables are

also defined (as aggregate movements of control points) at eight spanwise loca-

tions to give the optimizer more direct control of the twist distribution.

Shape changes are limited by a number of geometric constraints, which can

also be found in Table 3. The volume of the wing is constrained not to decrease,

ensuring sufficient space for fuel. At 20 spanwise locations, the leading edge

and trailing edge thicknesses are constrained not to decrease, to provide low

speed performance and manufacturability, respectively. Additional thickness

constraints provide room for mounting actuation mechanisms to the aft spar

and limit shape changes in the morphing region. Shear twist is avoided by

constraining the movements of the leading and trailing edge control points.

Finally, 854 structural variables allow the optimizer to adjust thicknesses

of spars, skins, ribs, and stiffeners. Maneuver conditions at 2.5 and −1.0 g are

considered to appropriately size the wingbox. The structure is constrained not

to buckle at either maneuver condition and is constrained not to fail at the

2.5 g pull up condition. These constraints are aggregated using KS functions

to limit the number of required adjoint solutions. Length variables are also

provided to the structural model, but they are constrained to be consistent

with the geometric lengths through a series of consistency constraints. Finally,

696 linear adjacency constraints ensure that thicknesses do not change by more

than 5 mm between adjacent components of the structure.
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Function/variable Description 3C 3M 7C 7M

minimize Fuel burn

w.r.t. xαc Cruise angle of attack 3 3 7 7
xαm Maneuver angle of attack 2 2 2 2
xshape Wing shape (FFD) 192 192 192 192
xmorph Morphing shape (FFD) 0 256 0 512
xtwist Wing twist 8 8 8 8
xtail Tail rotation angle 5 5 9 9
xstruct Structural sizing 854 854 854 854

Total DVs 1064 1320 1072 1584

subject to L = niW Lift 5 5 9 9
M = 0 Pitching moment 5 5 9 9
V/Vinit ≥ 1 Fuel volume 1 1 1 1
t/tinit|LE ≥ 1 Leading edge thickness 20 20 20 20
t/tinit|TE ≥ 1 Trailing edge thickness 20 20 20 20
t/tinit|spar ≥ 1 Morphing thickness 20 220 20 220
∆zLEu

= −∆zLEl
Fixed leading edge 8 8 8 8

∆zTEu
= −∆zTEl

Fixed trailing edge 8 0 8 0
Lpanel − xpanel = 0 Panel consistency 272 272 272 272
KSstress ≤ 1 Maneuver stress 3 3 3 3
KSbuckling ≤ 1 Maneuver buckling 6 6 6 6
|xsi − xsi+1

| ≤ 5mm Adjacency constraints 696 696 696 696
Total constraints 1064 1256 1072 1264

Table 3: Overview of the 3-point conventional (3C), 3-point morphing (3M), 7-point conven-
tional (7C), and 7-point morphing (7M) optimization problems.

4. Results

We now describe the results of these optimizations. We start by considering

the results for the conventional and morphing 3-point optimizations. After that

we consider the analogous results for the 7-point optimizations. Finally, we

compare those results using a smaller morphing device and a configuration with

a higher aspect ratio.

4.1. Three-point optimization

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the optimized conventional wing and the

optimized wing with morphing for the 3-point stencil. The addition of morphing
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had a clear positive effect on the performance of the wing, as the average fuel

burn was reduced by 2.53%. This reduction is largely due to a substantial

22.4% reduction in structural weight. Looking at the pressure contours on the

top of the wing for each of the cruise flight conditions, we see that in both

optimizations there are few shocks, and the pressure distribution is consistent

with optimal transonic results with a smooth pressure recovery [24].

The front view of the aircraft shows displaced wing shapes at the nominal

cruise case as well as both maneuver conditions. We see that the addition of

morphing at the maneuver conditions reduced the wing deflection at maneuver,

which is consistent with the structural weight reduction we mentioned before. To

see how this is achieved, we refer to the lift distribution below the front view of

the aircraft. The distributions at the nominal cruise case and the 2.5 g maneuver

overlay an elliptical lift distribution (in gray). The wing with morphing is able

to shift more of the maneuver load inboard, reducing the root bending moment

on the wing, which results in a much lighter structure.

Lower on Figure 4, we see the twist distributions, which show that the con-

ventional wing washes out the tip using aeroelastic coupling at maneuver, while

the wing with morphing produces a twist distribution more closely matching

that at cruise. This is because adjustable camber handles the inboard shift of

the load for the wing with morphing.

The thickness distribution of the structural members shows that the struc-

ture is thinner almost everywhere (where it is not limited by minimum gauge

thickness) with the addition of morphing. The structural failure contours show

that adding morphing allows the optimizer to push more structural members

closer to their failure point, spreading the relatively localized stress and buck-

ling concentrations seen in the conventional case. Finally, considering the slices

labeled A–D, we see further confirmation of the results discussed before, along

with the mechanism by which the morphing achieves these results. Again, there

are results for the nominal case and the 2.5 g maneuver case. Considering the

pressure distributions on the slices, we see typical results for most cases, except

the maneuver condition with morphing. For this case, the pressure distributions
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on the outboard section of the wing have inverted over the morphed region. To

see the cause of this phenomenon, we analyze the airfoil shapes and pressure

distributions. In the upper right corner of each plot is a zoomed-in view of the

aft 20% of the airfoil. Here, we distinctly see the result of the morphing. At

the maneuver condition, the morphing adds reverse camber on the outboard

sections of the wing, producing the pressure distribution inversion and the in-

board shift of the load distribution. This is the mechanism through which the

wing with morphing reduces its structural weight, rather than relying solely on

aeroelastic coupling like the conventional wing.
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4.2. Seven-point optimization

The results in this section consist of the same optimization as before except

for the 7-point stencil. Looking at the optimization results (Figure 5), we see

many of the same trends as for the 3-point optimization. Again, the addition of

morphing led to a substantial fuel burn reduction, this time by more than 5%,

largely through the reduction of structural weight. As in the 3-point case, this

reduction was enabled by the inboard shift of the maneuver load distribution

resulting from the negative camber added to the outboard sections of the wing

by the morphing. This mechanism for improving the aircraft performance seems

to be the same in the two morphing cases; however, we can gather a few more

insights by examining the results in more detail.

Looking at the structural weights of the two wings optimized with morph-

ing, we see that the optimal 7-point wing has a lighter structure. This was

unexpected because the maneuver conditions and structural constraints used

in both cases were the same. That is, both structures were sized so that the

wing would not buckle or fail in either the 2.5 g pull up or the −1.0 g push

over maneuvers. This discrepancy suggests that in the 7-point case, there is

an increased incentive to reduce the structural weight. To understand why, we

consider the objective function: the average fuel burn of the cruise conditions

as estimated by the Breguet range equation (1). According to that equation,

there are two methods for reducing fuel burn: improving the aerodynamic per-

formance at the cruise conditions (by increasing lift-to-drag ratio), and reducing

the structural weight of the aircraft (which reduces the weight, LGW). These

are the two mechanisms a morphing trailing edge can use to decrease the fuel

burn and thus improve the objective function of the optimizations. These two

mechanism do not work independently: Reductions in drag at cruise can lead

to increased structural weight, which makes this trade-off difficult to handle

without effective multidisciplinary design optimization.

We have already discussed the process by which morphing can reduce the

structural weight. Morphing can also improve fuel burn through improvements

to the aerodynamic performance at cruise. Without morphing, the wing shape is
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forced to compromise to achieve good performance at all of the flight conditions;

however, the inclusion of morphing reduces the coupling between aerodynamic

performance at various flight conditions. This can be seen in the solid-lined

pressure contours in Figure 5, which show the pressure distributions for the

nominal flight condition with (blue) and without (green) morphing. For the

conventional wing, the pressure contours show the waviness typical of multipoint

optimizations, which are due to the compromise made between the various flight

conditions. After morphing is added, the contours become much smoother.

This illustrates the weakening of the coupling between flight conditions that is

enabled by morphing.

The optimization of a wing with morphing for minimum fuel burn is a

balance between improving aerodynamic performance at cruise and reducing

structural weight. While morphing helps reduce the coupling between flight

conditions, that coupling is not completely removed. The portion of the wing

forward of the morphing is the same for all flight conditions, and the thicknesses

of the wingbox members cannot change in flight. Within this context, the lower

structural weight for the 7-point result provides an interesting insight. With the

addition of cruise flight conditions, the balance between improving aerodynamic

performance and reducing structural weight shifts towards the latter. Since

there were no changes made to the constraints on the structure, this implies

that the aerodynamic improvements available in the 7-point case are smaller

than those available in the 3-point case. This conclusion makes sense, given

the coupling between aerodynamic performance caused by the non-morphing

section of the wing. Extrapolating this trend to consider aerodynamic perfor-

mance of an aircraft over its full operational range, the weight reductions made

possible by morphing become increasingly important. While morphing provides

aerodynamic improvements through adaptability at a wide range of cruise con-

ditions, its ability to substantially reduce structural weight through adaptive

maneuver load alleviation yields a lighter structure that reduces fuel burn at all

flight conditions.
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4.3. Effect of smaller morphing devices

In this subsection, we discuss two additional optimizations that resulted

from reducing the size of the morphing device from the aft 40% of the chord

to the aft 30%. The problem definition and setup for the 30% optimizations

were similar to the previously discussed morphing optimization, except that the

number of control points with active morphing freedom was reduced by half,

thus limiting the size of the morphing device. We conducted these optimizations

to gain some insight into the significance of the size of the morphing devices on

the overall performance. Figures 6 and 7 show comparisons between the uCRM

wing optimized with a 30% and 40% morphing trailing edge for the 3-point and

7-point stencils, respectively. The results for the 40% morphing device are the

same as were shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The reduction of the morphing devices produced small increases in both the

wing mass and the fuel burn. As would be expected with a smaller morphing

device, the maneuver load alleviation was slightly less effective, resulting in a

2.78% heavier structure and 0.22% larger fuel burn compared to the wing with

the larger morphing devices. The general result trends match those for the

40% morphing device, again showing a lower structural weight for the 7-point

case due to the previously detailed balance between reducing structural weight

and improving cruise performance. While there is a reduction in savings for a

smaller morphing device, when compared to the wing without morphing, the

improvements are still significant, showing that even if a morphing device is

unable to extend all the way to the aft edge of the wingbox, it can still be an

effective fuel burn reduction mechanism.
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4.4. Morphing optimization of a higher aspect ratio wing

Given the results of the morphing optimizations of the uCRM discussed

above, it follows that the fuel burn savings provided by morphing trailing edge

technology should increase as the flexibility of the wing increases. As material

science and structural composite design continue to progress, the development

of lighter and stronger next-generation aircraft structures is expected to enable

higher aspect ratio wings. In aerostructural optimization, there is a trade-off

between the aerodynamic induced drag benefit and the structural penalty from

increasing wing span [32, 52]. Decreasing the weight or increasing the strength of

structural components shifts the balance in this trade-off, increasing the optimal

span. As such, we expect the current trend to continue and future aircraft

wings to be more flexible and have higher aspect ratios. Thus, determining

definitively the relationship between wing flexibility and the effectiveness of

morphing technology is an important task. That is the objective of this section.

In this section, we discuss two design optimizations. The first optimization

is a conventional wing optimized to provides a baseline design. The second op-

timization is the same as the baseline one with the addition of morphing design

variables. The baseline configuration for these optimizations is the uCRM-

13.5 [34], a configuration based on the uCRM that increases the aspect ratio

from 9 to 13.5.

The morphing devices for this optimization again span the aft 40% of the

wing. The FFD and control points used for these optimizations are shown in

Figure 8.

To verify the hypothesis that increasing the aspect ratio of a wing increases

the effectiveness of the adaptive morphing, we consider a 3-point optimization

much like the one described in Table 3. The optimization results confirm the

assumption that morphing trailing edge devices are more effective for higher

aspect ratio wings. Comparing the results in Figure 9 to those from previous

optimizations, we again see many of the same trends. The morphing produced

substantial fuel burn reductions due largely to a shift of the maneuver load

distribution inboard. Comparing the results in Figure 9 to those in Figure 4, we
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see that the percentage reduction in structural weight is nearly identical (22.2%

vs 22.4% for the high and low aspect ratio wings, respectively). However, the

fuel burn reduction is more significant for the high aspect ratio case (3.79%

versus 2.53%), so the morphing in the high aspect ratio optimization provides

more substantial aerodynamic improvements. As the aspect ratio increases, the

wing becomes more flexible, providing more opportunity for morphing devices

to improve performance. The larger structural deformations in the high aspect

ratio wing cause larger variations in the aerodynamic performance with respect

to the flight conditions. This effect can be countered by the adaptive morph-

ing device. It is clear that through maneuver load alleviation and increased

aerodynamic robustness, morphing trailing edge technology can help enable

higher aspect ratio wing design in future aircraft.
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5. Summary

In this paper, we solve a number of multipoint aerostructural design opti-

mizations that clearly demonstrate the value of morphing technology. These

multipoint optimizations are summarized in Table 4.

Stencil Morphing Fuel Burn [kg] Wing Mass [kg]

3 point
No 94,421 29,573
Yes 92,034 22,938

7 point
No 98,627 30,060
Yes 93,656 22,300

Table 4: As the multipoint stencil size is increased from 3 to 7 points, the fuel burn savings
increases from 2.53% to 5.04%, respectively.

In our previous single point studies [28], the morphing design decreased fuel

burn by 0.358% relative to the non-morphing baseline. The 3-point optimization

in this study yielded much better results, as the addition of morphing reduced

fuel burn by 2.53%. This comparison of the benefits of morphing technology on

1-point and 3-point (and 2 maneuver) optimizations clearly demonstrates that

single point optimizations are insufficient to quantify the benefits enabled by

morphing technology. While aeroelastic tailoring effectively designs an aircraft

for a single cruise and a single maneuver condition, its ability to design a wing

for additional conditions is limited. Bend-twist coupling can be used to tailor

a wing for single point performance, but given the passive nature of this tailor-

ing, the benefits become limited as additional flight conditions are considered.

The addition of morphing adds the versatility the wing needs to perform more

efficiently for a range of conditions, so a wing must be analyzed at multiple con-

ditions to capture the benefits of morphing technology. When optimized for the

7-point stencil, the addition of morphing technology produced an even larger

5.04% fuel burn reduction.

The comparison between these optimizations also demonstrated the effect

that morphing technology has on this wing weight trade-off. Without morph-

ing, adding more points to the multipoint stencil produces a heavier and stiffer

optimized wing, which helps maintain consistency in structural deformations at
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the various cruise conditions, improving aerodynamic performance and thus fuel

burn. This trend reverses with the addition of morphing: As more points are

added to the multipoint stencil of a wing with morphing, the optimal structural

weight is reduced. Because the morphing reduces the coupling between perfor-

mance at various flight conditions, the benefit associated with increasing the

consistency of the structural deformations is reduced. This can alternatively

be considered as follows: Given that the morphing technology largely makes

up for the aerodynamic cost of compromising for a multipoint stencil, the aero-

dynamic benefit associated with increasing the structural weight, and thus the

consistency of the deformed wing shapes, is reduced. This in turn shifts the

balance in the trade-off in wing structural weight, increasing the incentive to

reduce the wing weight to save fuel burn.

Extrapolating this result further, since an aircraft does not need to perform

well at a discrete set of flight conditions, but rather over the typical flight en-

velope, morphing technology clearly incentivizes a reduction in structural wing

weight. At first glance, many understand that morphing technology increases

the aerodynamic versatility of an aircraft and thus improves aerodynamic per-

formance at a variety of flight conditions. These results demonstrate a more

subtle conclusion: While there is an aerodynamic benefit due to the versatility

of shape morphing, there is also a shift in the trade-off between weight and drag,

incentivizing structural weight reductions. Given the maneuver load alleviation

capabilities of morphing technology, this structural weight reduction becomes

the major factor in the efficiency improvement provided by morphing for aircraft

of this size.

Given the potential for restrictions on the size of the morphing devices, par-

ticularly in relation to the aft spar of the wing box, we included analogous

morphing optimizations with a smaller morphing devices. These smaller de-

vices spanned the aft 30% of the chord, leaving 10% of the chord between the

morphing region and wing box for actuator mechanisms, high-lift devices, etc.

While the smaller morphing mechanism was less effective, the increase in fuel

burn with respect to the wing with the larger morphing mechanism was lim-
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ited. For both the 3- and 7-point cases, the increase in fuel burn associated

with the decrease in morphing device size was less than 1%, suggesting that the

sensitivity of the performance with respect to morphing device size is small.

In our final multipoint optimization comparison, we sought to identify whether

increasing the aspect ratio and flexibility of a wing would increase the effective-

ness of morphing devices. A comparison of the fuel burn savings produced by

adding a similar morphing trailing edge on a current-generation wing to those

produced on a higher aspect ratio next-generation wing shows that morphing

technology is clearly more effective for higher aspect ratio wings. This result

is very important given the trend in aircraft design to move towards higher

aspect ratio wings. There will be a synergistic effect developed by the use of

next-generation structural materials and morphing trailing edge technology.

The optimization studies in this paper present a step towards accurately

computing the potential for morphing technology to improve the fuel efficiency

of transonic wings. The coupled optimization of high fidelity aerodynamic and

structural models navigates the trade-offs between structural weight and aero-

dynamic robustness, and demonstrated clear benefit from reduced structural

weight with the addition of an adaptive morphing trailing edge device. The

benefits quoted herein are not associated with a specific morphing mechanism,

but rather an idealistic morphing mechanism capable of any morphing shape

within the FFD-defined design space with a weight comparable to that of con-

ventional control actuators. This provides an upper bound on the benefits of

morphing and informs future designs of morphing devices, but it does not pro-

vide the ability to include device weight in the optimization loop. More compre-

hensive future studies should include the weight of the morphing mechanism,

which would likely shift the balance between aerodynamic performance and

structural weight. Mechanism sizing would additionally require implementation

of the associated constraints, like power requirements from mission and control

system optimization, along with the necessary adjoint derivative calculations.

Future studies may also consider the feasibility of the lighter structures opti-

mized herein with respect to flight conditions that were not considered in this
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study, like gust and flutter.
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